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Computer. Outreach

,
1. IntrOdpction.

a .- /
k . .

..
1

1.

tquality of opportunityliolies universal access tb edUcation and to modern
,. ci

!
/

.
tOols.- The computer is a modern tool that-can provide imp rant components .4

. . .,.
.s. '

service tamany People in many areas, education being on ,pne. 'But peoPlOS
,

...

--4-ccess to computers lags farJJehind.the technological.capa4lityof providing

/ utreach.that would be universan haVantageous

his accesi,.'and:there is inadequate appreciationof ana deMand lor computer

A.

. t

AS educators we want to'edcourage hew alternative; ineducetion

ox and feasible'.
/ , , t

ered

,

- rather broadly) that are'sUgaitted hy the compUteri' capabilities and soCiety's.
. /

i

needs, rebdgnizing always xhat.themelfare of the Ramie serving or being served

-

with the help of computers.is of:central imPortance (1).. Computer outreach would

'provide.the e nd0 alternatives in edueatiOn; -

.

We sha 1 aiscuss three/types bf computer Outreach in this paper: outreadh

which suppl es computer aCcess tor new clients; that which,provides improved

-

quality of access; and that which initiates computer apWcations of deep social

'relevance.

A1thou0, the tbree types of outreach clearly touch and affect society in

different ways, therare similar in other respecis. Thus, the, services provided

in each type of computer outreach-may be direct (first order Or handsHm) or

indirect (secondfordet'or through"an intermAiiary advecate oi; agent), and each

type, of computer outreach Should be adconnied by continuing education toward

computer literacy and by the huthanizing of computer-based infoldmation systems.

When werecognize all of these'aspects of computer outreich.then we,ban aim

at universal outreach or "computer access for everyone.' .(For a discussion of

one,approach to this access for evlgone Siie'Reference 2.)

3
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helR to
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I

rinciple all organisations that provide or control computer access should
4

.

rovide greatet computer outreach, for each can help make some part.of
,

7(

reach p ssible and each stands to gainibetter insights into its uses of

;computerseand theif interaction with the ComMuity and with other parts Of society.

The purpose of this paPer is to encourage' through discuOsion of our ekplorah

tions of university-based co4uteroutreach, parallel computer outreach activities
.

in indUstry,blisiness and governinent as well aS in the schools and'colleges.*

Our cOmputer oUtreach is'at the interface betWen the university-and individuals

and groups outside uniVersities. We apply 'local computer Power-to the development

.
whatof net/ or improved coMputer uses and we thereby enrich our undersianding,of

1

computers can andcannot Cloven', a never-ending quest in Computer outreach, as,

it.is #lso in the educational applications of computers.

:Eikch of the three computer outreach areas,i7e discuss emphasizes one of the

three' aspects of-computer'outreath listed earlier init does not ignore,the other. .

aspects;
.

There were three areas of

Computer, Uies for elders**

Computer use and abUse
-

Cooperation games

* We recognize, but c
to mind" and that,
:levels-of/the,scien
sharing of that rat

,We would/
/-
argue that

put in perspective':

** Elder/is the term
ol the Gray Panther

study:

.vhich focus on the elders, a new group
: of computer users or clients

which alias at helping-to assure the humanized
use of computer-based information systems

which take a step toward deeper social
relevance of computers.,

notd cuss here,.that there is a."threat of technology
lthough moldern technological society "embodies the highest
ific mentality, its very success militates against the
nality by the individual garticipants in the systems" .(3).-

muCh grester 'cOmOtter outreach would help to share and.
hat "rationality".

/ /

or senior citizens used by Maggie Kuhn, National Convenor .
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We shall also discuss:thenrganization of Our activities in a college of

education as a basi' of comparison with the implementation .of Computer outreach/'.

activities by other types of organizations.
1

We Wish tO acknoinedge
\

have worked on our outreach
,

thecontributions Slade by all of the many 1:!eople wfid

0
activities but will have space only to mention A few

by name here and elsewhere the paper. Wm. P. Goddard (4,5;6).pioneered in

British columbia in dev oping "computers for the whole school", thereby building

.1

more widespread comp er literacy and afeeling of commupity across each school.
,

,

Our activitieS h e essentially been extensions Of hia.mork and philosophy.troix4
\

,

0
.

,

,

the Schools i o the wider community and toward wider socia
,

erns.
.

. -,,t
.

The pa icipatton of elders in their part of the activities was both essential
.

. .

-/-
and'VerY\ uitful. All of the activities were staffed by students,'and,mhat:lhas

been acoomplished is primarily due to their initiative,, insight and

2. Computer Outreach in Three 'Areas

- .

2.1 computer Uses for Elders* (New Clients)
(

. One step toward computer access for everyone is the devêlopmentioLcomputer
\

uses for elders. The computer outreach here is to.a large group that dOes not
,

now have either first or second'order access to compUters. In developing computer

d .

useg for'elders there is,opportunity_for simultaneous development alskihf. computer
. .4I

. . .

literacy and ofintergenerational cooperation and understanding as trirof the
.1.4

components of hUmanizing the information systems.
-1
11 .

.One purpose of our activities in`this area was to find and genetlate.prototypes

of computer uses for elders. We had in mind.three Sub-areas: edupi ion,- consumer'
!

information and recreation. tre Also Wanted to encourage participat1Jon and respon-
.

4

siveness of students and elders, and their agents,.in the developOent,and evalua--

tion of cOmputer uses for elders.

1.c Felr a fuller account,see Reference
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InArying to achieve these purposes we'were suppprted by the knawled hat

many ArOups7.-minorities and childrenas well as elderar-do reipbpd emit co t4ibute

when they see thaf Unfamiliar-innovations and'new toolS can.directl ser e heir.
, ,

interests, and needs. Idore specifically, we were enCopraged by the'resuls bf'.a
s

+survey in Vane uver, BritiSh Columbia (8).fhat demonstrated'the interest f

eldets-there in pursuing a variety of uses of'computers.

The teams developing our ideas and materfialg for computer uses fo elders

included a total Of nine Undergraduate and graduate studentsand a' fe c. high-

school students, representing many'different disciplines and Pre-professional

'curricula, together wi.th some.20 elders. The Characteristics Oi thejlatter, were

quite variedblack,' white', poor, well-to-do,-and well- or poOrly'e caeed." Few.

'had tyPing skills and only ono had Computer prograMming experience.

These teams ex lored availabl _interactive,..computer_programaTOn-PtATOand

the DEC 10 time-sharing system to 'find WhItch progtams Were adaptahI0o'elaers'

needs and interests. They also invented.-add developed two new programs suggested

by the elders: FOOD FOR THOUGH whict proVided quotations and comments appropriate:

to an elder's mood) and (which supplied menus

Um elder's st,e. atioc of type of meal desired).

for balaneed meals according to

finding existing programs and developing new ones we/reconfirmed

, he principle thmiliar in educational applications of computers, 'that small

programS responsive to the individual or small group's interest§ and capabilinpies
. .

were more useful than larier "canned" programs that had optimistically been

;
designed to be all things to, all users.

In their continuing caoperative stuay of computer uses for elders during

the three semestersthe teams of elder§ and students gendated many guideiineS

for future work in this fttld. 1de will quote five of the guidelines:
t "
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) b

. In developing computer.uses responsive to the needs.of elders, develop

,simulltaneously the netwOrk of interpersonal and intergenerational relations among

elders, student's, faculty, agency staff'and communtty staff and the training of

tliese It)eople that'will make possible the. creation of valuabfe computer usee for
4

e'

elders.

b. Plan computer programs for specific groups of eldera but do tfot

, eliminate Other ImOsrams from considegation. .glders, like people of any age,

do exhibit indiifidual differences in needs and styles of communiCation and learning.

c. Reduce the difficultlei inherent in poor,typing skills of many.elders by

letting elders dictate to a more Skilled typist (another elder, 'if possible). or

throulOtechnoiogic l improvements (alphabetized keyboard or touch-sensit0e,'

disOlay, for eXample

d. ,Carefully ba ance op-line and off-line materials' so that the computers

are'dnly'used-iot what they Can do better than other medii and other educational

information retrieval and:recreational tools.

e. Doresponsive evaluation that requires fhe participation and often

eAlle leadership of elders,and students..

We may 4lso/kInclude from these informal Sut!intensive studiee that elders

do have a definite interest in their uses of computers and that they can, working

with Students and some staff, contribute directly toOard developing these uses.

There was evidence of the receptiveness and perceptivanese of ,these lay-eldeTs

_ .

to important aspeCts computer literacy. There was'clearly a general need

for the portable, self-oont ined, easy-to-use small computers disdussed in

Section 3-and a special need for this kind of computer power (for elders or

their advocates) to aid them in overcoming the deficiencies of large and

centralized data bases.
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Industry and business may find that there, are valuable computer-based

components of their retraining of elders for new jobs pnd of pre-retirement

planning -for retirement. Paid or volunteer_workers cooperating with Oilers

might take the place of the student'workers in our activities.

Everlione must come to terms with Ais own aging and-with improving the lot

of.the elders in society. -Computer uses for elderp -cam be part of this search

for!cooperation and understanding, particularly by those wiih.some computer back-/

ground. anewith Atcess'to computers and by those who see that the conventional

use of large computer systems for the purposes of large organizations provide

computer access heither for elders.nof for many other groirps.

2.2 Computer Use and AbUse (luality of Access)

Computer access for everyone should go hand in hand with computer literacy,

one supporting the other. Neither is here today, but computer-based abuse of
4=-

prIvacy and other rights is here and is growing. Computer literacy for laymen

(and for.the few, computer professionals who are illiterate with regard to privacy

invasions) should include understanding of and advocacy against computer-based

ihvasion oNivacy, as well as understanding of beneficial computer uses. Our
-

a

computer outreach here seeks better, more widespread understanding of privacy and

of what Theodor Sterling.calls "humanizing information system."(9)

OUr purpose, in this area of.our activitiet has been to enlist university

students and staff in collecting and preparing on- and off-line materials on

compyter uSe and abuse, Among .the papers that have been useful to Us are many

A

that have been published in Computers.and Society and also the excelient paper

by Sterling.

One part of our activities was a project to.develop "A Computer-Systems Source-

book for Governmental Officiis in Central-Illinois Comm-unities." The first part

Of the book was to provide the local goVernment offlcials with legal, legislative

-' 8
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and technical background on the use and control-Of campupers by Oity council,

county board of supervisors, police, school systems, etc-. The second part of

the book was to inform citizens-and community organizers how computers affect

aft.
. .

'their lives and what,with the help of local computer Ombudsmen;they could do to

improve the quality of computer service. Eight students* collaborated in pre-

paring a grant proposal to the National Science Foundation and pre,liminary work

on the book. Although this application for support Was unsuccessful, the students'

work (in planning the project, interviewing lOcal government offiCials and

e
finding advisors for them, getting their supporting lettere, collecting and

organizing information for the sourcebook and, of special importance, discussing

the balance between advocacy ef certain,positions aboui computer-based priVac)

inva.Sion and perefy informational content in the book) gave'the students varied

--and valuable experience and provided technical assistance to local government

officials. (Some of the irrational aspeCts of grantsmanihip the students en-

countered must be regarded'as inforthative but otherwise.unrewarding parts.of
4 r

their experience.)
('

pi-second part of.our activities was the conception and prqgramming (by Robert

Zielinski) of. a computer simulation called SEC,(for security). SEC describes and

simulates data bases and their creation and misuse. The topics in SEC are:

Computer data:5;;;-s.and records

Conventional arid not so conventional generation of data bases

- Simulations: credit reports, police information Retwork, "be an executive"

(security and passwords), protection failurql?
V/0

- Predictions

. .

* Glenn Rawack took primary responsibility for Irganizing these student-originated

. studies. Speciaithanks.are due to Paul Schroeder (a special Assistant in the

,
College of Liberal Arts and Science) who conceived the-project. and found -

interested students and advisors.
1 .

.
.

1
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We felt that the sourcebook and the computer simulation are necessary and

complementary parts of any effort to inform those government Officials who are

laymen in computer matters about the realities of computer-bised invasions of

privacy. The hands-on experience with'SEC is dramatic and realistic and, did

serve, as we had boped it would, as an excellent:stai.ting point for small group !

discussions ef the advantages and dangers of data bases and their-management.

.Careful interviews with people from the community who Used SEC led to a

number of suggestions aboui extensions or othermodificationh of the program and

also to a good .fir st sampling of reactions to the program and its purposes. SEC

increased the, concern about .(and 'understanding of) computer-based.invaslons of

. privacy for thOse'already concerned abbut this danger, The simulation. by itself__

did not change the views on computer privacy of those people (whether or not they

,

had'coMputer backlytound) whihud already decided to ignore the dangers.
........

We Would
e
Yope that in the future

,
our group and other\groups would be able

,

1

!

to.procee with.the development of sourcebOoks.-10milar to what we proposed (10)\.

Wel; Id liicé to-seeextensions of SEC and wide use of such illustrative

simulations. The program is highly portable since it s written in BASIC, ihe- \

language that is used in the-majority of the schools that support instructional

applications of computers. We feel that this or similar programs will be generally

useful in colleges, schools, business and.industry, if part of the tontent of

SEC is made directly relevant to specific organizations and if use of the_Orogram

is always followed by group discussion with knowledgeable advisors about the

privacy problems simulated and other related questions about data bases, computer

ifsystems and-the rights of individual .
-.

....I

We are particularly interested.in the use and development of SEC-like programs
.

by high school students, as part, sa)i, *of their social studies classes'. We would

hope that.SEQ can begin to stimulate the dtvelopment of many similar programs to

10
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.be used by stuaentS,Jaculty,-parenta and administratdrs generally in the schools,

again'alumyaaccompanied by group discussion. 'There is strong evidence (6) that

stUdents'gairvanncreased sense* f. community when they art given and accept

responaibility for deVelopment of aimuIationt and other programs thalare useful

lot, the Whdle.schoof.; The cdmuterniks,ang .the students can help to ahow the

'"

whole schoql.:,aboutTrivaoy:and security, . an.important segment of computer literacy.'

Security and PErvaWare:Clearly'Of concern.to Many in busineas and industry,

and themore reSponei9leand.well-infotad.w111 agree that Citizena' rightaof

priyacy ate-more fundamentally impOrtant than the cost of.privacy protection, ,

hut.that the different rights (ix needs ofcitizena are Often:contradictory.
,7

(See,Reference.9): We would suppose that sourCebooks.alid privacy-skeurity
-

simulations would be needed for middle'panagement in business ana''indUstiy and

would hopeithat Materisla an'd simulations thst are developed an*wheracan e
. , 4

thared among the interestedorganizations.
,

2,3 Cooperation Games (soEial Relerance)

)0 ,
Cooperation, in c9ntrast to competition, clearly hat a plU:ce in peaci reaarch"

and conflict resolution and has been studied.and used more in classroom teaching

than is generally recognized (M.' CompetitiOn in the classroom and in business

(and its ultimate and perverted extension into violence'and war) clea4y prhominate

in much of the world's actiyity and in publiC consciousness. A. im le bui non-

trivial example is the glut of war games on mdst interactive computer systems.*

The question of whether war games telease in 'non-harmful mays "natural" impulses

of hostility and fear or instead &gain one to be diapassionate and dehumanized in*

* How mUch different is the minute-by:.-minute activity of atomber pilot who uses
the dancing spots on a radar display tb napalm anoqmous, unseen, dehumanized
feombatants'add non7combatants, al..ld the action of one of the thquaands of
computer game-players who follows the dancing spot on his disOlay as he destroys
anonymous, dehumanized. "enemies" on warships or spaceships?' ,b...11



warfa e eannop be- settlYd heie. It' is aUbtful thOugh whether cooperation, in

same ays a more 'complex behavior than.competition, can be learned.or understood

4
4so1el through experience in competiiidn.. But we believe that toMputet outre nh

ahoul4provide cooperation as an alternative to competition and peace-seeking as

to war-mSking, and rn this way make ooMOuter use more relevant to

Our purposes in this coMputer outreach,activity were to produce an attractive.

Cciminiter-basednooperaion game as a redreational game for the many .avid computer\\, ,
game players* (starting to cyuhteract that plethora of war games) and td provide

a 4ehicle for research and teaching about cooperation games. CoMputer outreach
\

here,was clearly astep toward deeiler social relevanty.

'Some Simulations that our student4. have develfiped inelUded cooperative aspects

. .

1,.moretrA jesa byliccident, for dkample a nulation Of .parliamentary procedure

accordi o Roberts,Rules of Order and a simulation of bargaining between a

teachers! ynion and a school board. What we shall,discuss here are two variltions

of one game that from the first we intended to be a cooperatIpnlime. Teams of

students innted, programmed for PLATOi ada refined a game, called SOS, oversS

period of thrr semesters.** During a recent period of.five months stable lox()

gamed of SOS were played by one to three players at PLATO terminals throughout-

the United States..:In the game the players find themselves shipwrecked on'a

redote island.: They have the option in each period of the game of digging for

. gold or building-baOts of variOus sfres to save themselves from,the approaching

ht4ricane. They can trade the tools available among-themselves and.cooperate or

not in*her ways. After a certain number of periods the storm strikes and each

player is xold'whether he survives the storm andsvith how much of his gold:.

(-
.v.

* the passion for computer-based games is a quite' visible phenomena but one that,
to my. knowledge, is not yet well enough understood so thatit tan 'be surely
exploited for educational purposes.

** Kent Waldrop has 43den the.principal designer and programmer pf SOS'.



Joe Taylor programmed in.BASIC a second version:Of Sod, which he calls "Lost,

-v-and Forgotten Island" .(LAFI) for the'DEC 10 timelsharing computer. This version
'

differs from the-PLATO version in the requiYement that all players of a game are
,

located at the sime terminal. Thii one-tersigel, BASIC version can, unlike:the

'1

PLATO.(TUTOR language) many-terminal version, be implemented in most high schools

with cplouterd used for instruction. It hould be noted that the restriction to

.1"one terminal changes the type'Of group interactien that is facilitated... With

one terminal there can be add usually is direCt.interactiOn'among the players;

with many terminals only the impersonal And,limited written'coeimuntcation through

PLATOts messaging capability is possible.

Both SCG and LAFI "are rich'gaMes. They incorporate a mix of seVeral valued
,

and many keurces of information (accumulating gold and saving one'S-lifel 'trading

t
.

tools, joi t planning of moves and other forms of cooperation; continued presenl;

tation of statuø of the gold digging sind boat building;::and.up-dates on the

storm s expected intensity and time,of arrival). It would be'easy to'collect

data, lartiCularly. on PLATO, op the mode.of play of the players .ge their moves.
. .

respond to the effects.of previous moVes and the progress of the storm. It would

be possible also to repeat part of the programmed
.
pseudo-random'series of "events"

, in the'game so that Afferent players could be presented with rather similar

sequences of situations.

To make possible useful analysis of such data what is needed now is a

theoretical framework defining classes of cooperation gates and categories of,

cooperative behavior; and also, just as for.any simulation of people's behavior

a reeuirpment that the players look behind the scenes to see the nature and

limitations of t14'model that vontrols the behavior of the,simulated."world" in

which the game takit place. The distance between the rea l. world and a simulated

3
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0
world is always'lggge and largely unexplored.- Part of this framework might

be found in the studies of simulations and games representing management, deCision-:

making and Political processes, for these include intra-company or intra-country

cooperative behavior and occasionally cooperation among compapies or nations,*

We feel that, in principle, all citizens, and in particular, all high school

Oft*

and college students should have some experience with cooperation games and'sub-

sequent analyais of the valuing iMplied.by,the games. Wealso feel that conscioils,

intentional consideration and emphasis of the Coopera5ion'aiipects of games and

simulations would have advantages for the training and socializing Of many employees

in business and industry asell of students:and others in'the ichooIs.

2.4 Ofganization of Activities in the ColleAe of EducatiOn:

The computer outreach activities have been conducted primarily as projects

in two courses in,the Department oi Secondary Education, "Computer-Assisted

Instruction" and "Co4utera for the WhOle School".** Specific phases of the

.activities are also becoming part of the experience of graduate students in

their masters and doctors prdgrams as they are being trained for leadership roles

.in the educational application of computers. In addition to finny students from

the two courses,. further "staff" has been added for each -of the three activities:,

ether's anti 'some people from.social service agencies and from the Dtpartment of

Social.Work,for the project on computer uses for elders;:a systems programmer on

campus, an attorney in the National clearing House for Criminal Justice and members

of the Urbana City Council for the project on compUter use and abuse; and other

individuals and grOups developing' or eValuating copperation games and simulations,

especially Weiss and his co-workers on the Near East simulation.

* A PLATO simulation of cboperation and conflict in the Near,East has been developed,
chiefly by Jerry Weiss, a student working independently of class projects.

** Thus we have not waited 'to get outside funding.

1 4
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The computer facilities available to us have been the DEC 10 time-sharing

system (DECwriter and Infoton display terMinals) and the PLATO C I. system

(plasmag.display panels). We.arg in the pxocess of acquiring a mi ro-computer-

tiased system like that described in the next section.

We may suggest some analogous means of implementing such ac9.vities in.

buSiness and industry, -Any in-service clasiee employing eduCatio aLiapplications
?

,of computers could adopt the projeCt approach used in'our classes find through the

projects conçvibtrte to the'development of one or more phases of coMputer outreach

and access for everyone. These projects might be supported directly by A unit

or division in the organieation conducting elle in-service training. Vor exemplet,

the organization could supply computer.facilitiee to the students or volunteers,

and, in somecases paid workers, Who came from inside or outside the organization

and who are developing and evaluating aspects of computer outreach. .

A Important ingredients in SUCcedsful computer outreach are early and direct

participat.ion of the lay "client", and using computer facilities that have not

been but can be made available for these activities. Just as in the university

or school environment, computer outreach aimed toward computer access for eVery-

one can become, for business and industry, a firm basis_for building'cooperation

and mutual understanding among groUps in the community and those within the

organization, and for developing common goals and aspirations.

111,

3. Concludions

We have discussed three areas of computer outreach: computer uses for elders,

computer use and abuse, and cooperation'games. Each reaches out in a different

way: to new clients, to improved quality of service, and to inCreased social

relevance. The exten on of our work beyond university-based activities would

1 5
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also dtsplay differences. Thus we would expect that companies could offer new.

components of computer uses for elders, and not only in re-trainingand pre-

retirement planning suggested earlier. Businesses have valid concerns about

internal and external aspects .of.computer-based invasions of.privacy, and.this
. .

breadth of concern and accompAnying developMent of competence can beshared with

other organizations and incqviduals who face ihese problems. Likewise,t,he.fact

V'
that.cOmpanies work irarnjlieu combining cooperation and competition could lead

ve, - /

to:betterianderstanding of-,the design and applicattons of toopera on games.

4

Out work has been based on projects carried out by the studento, with scie

.Vidance And participation by faculty and,others. -It may.be difficult but

'certainly not impassible ta find, outside the edUcationatinstitutions, thlise

who will-work on computer outreach with imagination; ability and zest for inquiry

that has. characterized the studente.* And we note that ,the client and hie par-:,
;;;,'4% ::

ticipatico cre equally Important in the computer outreaCh:development whether it ,

l ,-.

is based in educational:or-on other institutions.
.\\

Ar.eteential ingredient.in improved Computer.outreach, and in the ultimate

pbjedtive Of computer access for everyone, is local computer power that will give,

local control, hands-on-experience, easier assurance of privacy.protection and

law.cost. Systems with these Capabilities that are portable and can talk to

larger computer aystems when necessary are already available in the.maxi-calcula-'

tOrs** made'by a nuMber of companies. It is now possible to assemble a small
.

. ..7;-

,
. . ,

comOUter system based on a micro-computer that is more powerful and less expensive

than a maXi-calculator though at present.not quite as convenient to use.

* The work described in Reference 2-shows that this is possible though not

without its lifficulties.

**. A Eypical. maxl-calculator includes hard-wired BASIC, cassette tape Or'floppy

disk Beicondary storage, .card and kei,hoard input, printer; and data communication

oapabittties.



The versatility and power of computers ti not new, but the call for general

availability of this power for the good, directly .or indirectly, of individuals

in society has seldom been heard: and until reCently could not easily be satisfied.

'Technology is-no lOnger the':limitation; hut coMputer access for everyone
...

.

require5 exploration, such as we have startad4 more general'aw'areness of the
.

.:'.

A)
/

otent441-of the outreach, and training of proftssiOnal and lay people to help .

.
r.

build this Computer oOtreach.
'..

.

These are educational...tasks kut Onesthat can.be !Allred between edudatio,
.. ..

.
. it

,

.and other organizations..-Education does not start
.e
itrp in the schools.'

.
. a

....il.. I . .
' o

: is not onlfuniversities.that haVe educational programs, computer facilitie and

valuable spetialistatojielp implement wiaer computer-autreach.,ffie emphasize
-

. ,' .''! ,..

again,'thereiore'.7-that the.responsibilitY for. moVing.toward compbter. acce 40o
. .

, Igrynne distributed respOnsibility to be .Shared by all individualg and

organizations that can contribute to and participate tn this enter se
.

,
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